
CASSELS BROCK
Cross-vertical story development / media relations / spokesperson training / contributed articles

Assignment

Cassels Brock is a Canadian law firm focused on 
serving the transaction, advocacy and advisory needs 
of the country’s most dynamic business sectors. Core 
practice areas include mergers and acquisitions, 
securities, finance, corporate and commercial law, 
litigation, taxation, intellectual property and information  
technology, international business and government 
relations. As one of the largest business law practices 
in Canada with 200+ lawyers, Cassels Brock turned to 
Idea Workshop to establish awareness for the various 
practice areas among business, trade and industry 
media. Specifically, to elevate Cassels Brock’s brand 
profile in Canada as a collaborative firm, to be seen as 
thought leaders in multiple practice areas, to increase 
the profile of individual lawyers as thought leaders, 
and to generate press coverage that supports business 
development goals.

Strategies 

Idea Workshop began by launching a 12 month 
media relations campaign to establish awareness for 
various practice areas among business, trade and 
industry-specific media. We work with the marketing 
team to identify priority practice areas and work 
concurrently with lawyers when needed, to develop 
expertise awareness through media exposure for 
individual marketing groups and the firm as a whole. 
We built and regularly update media lists deliberately 
targeted to each practice area, and establish editorial 
calendars to identify relevant media opportunities. 
As well, we proactively identify and capitalize on 
topical news and trend stories in the media and 
offer viewpoint to secure media coverage and 
promote thought leadership. Story ideation comes 
through daily research and story mining to develop 
compelling, topical narratives to secure positive story 
placement across print, broadcast and online media 
in key markets. We pitch dailies, online, business and 
legal press for profile pieces, co-authored by two or 
three lawyers where possible, to highlight the firm’s 
integrated offering and collaborative approach.

Results
•  Commentary and contributed articles from 

Cassels Brock lawyers, co-authored by multiple 
lawyers where possible, in Report on Business, 
National Post, Financial Post, BNN,  
ITBusiness.ca, CBC, ConnectionsPlus.ca, 
ITWorldCanada.com, Lawyers Weekly, Lexpert, 
Playback, Canadian Underwriter and more 

•  10 million+ media impressions with 18+ articles 
as of September 2016
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